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The Learn Through Stories (LeTS) Foundation is a registered Section 8 (not-for-profit) company. This educational venture
focuses on learning to learn, and aims to create social impact by transforming teaching and learning across India.
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A Note from the Co-Founders
The Learn Through Stories (LeTS) Foundation was incorporated as a Section
8 (not-for-profit) company in July 2021. This enterprise was co-founded to
translate the Learn English Through Stories solution, developed at IIT Bombay.
The focus was to take this educational intervention out of the research confines
of IIT Bombay, to be used by students and teachers across India. Working as a
business entity but with the objective of maximizing social impact, the past
half year and more has been interesting for the LeTS Foundation, taking on
the challenges and differences slowly but steadily.
With the aim to start well, the Foundation received a licence from IIT Bombay
that authorized the Foundation to disseminate the learning solution. Next, we put
in place the compliances prescribed by the Government of India to be followed
by Section 8 companies. Early on, the LeTS Foundation initiated business by
conducting four content creation workshops in three different states. We polished
the narratives that students created in the workshops and designed books based
on these stories, a few months later. Strategic collaborations were struck bringing
in newer relationships with stakeholders. A few donors encouraged the work we
had begun doing with generous contributions in the early part of 2022.
We reflect on the journey that held us strong - from celebrating the company
status to learning from communities and potential stakeholders - at a time when
we were in the thick of the pandemic, when businesses were still opening up,
when school premises continued to be closed for students as teachers persisted
through virtual modes of learning, and when our conversations took time to
convert into real terms. The drive to disseminate the learning model for the
potential impact it could have among students and teachers had been the
motivation all along. Our team at the LeTS Foundation has grown gradually, with
a few more consultants joining us from the design and outreach fraternities.
As the LeTS Foundation steps into a new year of operations, the intent is to
build an efficient process of delivering our learning model. If we can pitch our
synergies favourably to bring in more partners, that would help make the base
strong. We hope to reach out to newer geographies in India while we consolidate
our collaborations with existing partners through more students’ content creation
workshops, distribution of our books to rural communities and remote libraries,
and building a solid teacher-training program that can transfer the LeTS model
on to many more students. The mission is to reinforce the role of learners as
content creators, with the help of the LeTS pedagogy.

- Gayathri Thakoor, Alka Hingorani and Arti Kalro
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The Learn Through Stories (LeTS) Foundation is a registered Section
8 (not-for-profit) company, which is disseminating the Learn English
Through Stories model, developed at IIT Bombay. This educational
venture aims to transform teaching and learning across India.

OUR AIM
The LeTS initiative reinforces the role of learners as content
creators, using art and storytelling as pedagogies. Students may
learn language, science, culture, climate change, history and more
by this means. This content creation approach helps give the student
a voice, an identity, and a platform for her/his imagination. It offers
the teachers an additional pedagogical tool to teach any concept,
and thus actively involves the interest and skills of students. The
LeTS approach fosters confidence in the collaborative effort that
the learners have with professional designers, animators, picture
book artists and illustrators (and scientists in time to come).

WHAT WE DO
The LeTS Foundation is disseminating the Learn English Through
Stories (LETS) model into the wider world. This model is a research
solution that has been supported by the Tata Centre for Technology
and Design and developed at IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay,
since 2014. It facilitates English language learning in remote, rural
parts of India, using contextual stories collected from the learners
themselves, through 5-day art and storytelling workshops. These
stories in the native language are translated to English, and language
learning is then enhanced using storybooks, animated videos and
engaging with interactive apps.
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VISION

A WORLD IN WHICH

EVERYONE
CAN

LEARN
TO

LEARN
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MISSION
To enable students to be creators of content (rather than mere
consumers) based on a new pedagogy of learning through storytelling,
and empower them to conceive, design and distribute educational
resources across communities and the country.

VALUES
Collaboration, Compassion, Openness, Aesthetics, Equity and Ethics

NEED
The LeTS process was developed as:
• A response to a call from English teachers from a secondary
school in Khun, Himachal Pradesh and Dahanu, Maharashtra
in 2014
• An attempt to understand the context and difficulties of
learners - often first generation school goers
• An approach to help learners who were unused even to the
sounds of the language encountered in structured classrooms

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
The LeTS solution focuses on:
•
•
•

students as creators of content, building stories from their
contexts collaboratively and delivering story books created,
visualized and imagined by them;
the collaborative element of working with design experts thus
offering an alternative learning solution in the education space;
an assessment framework that helps assess qualitative
indicators such as storytelling & content creation competencies
and 21st century competencies during the LeTS workshops,
and quantitative indicators such as change in reading
and listening through the interactive app stories, post the
workshops.
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LeTS PROCESS

1

LeTS team conducts
workshops with
students and teachers

6

Children access LeTS books,
app and animated shorts from
libraries to learn English

2

Participants create stories in
vernacular language, learn book
design and book making

5

Dissemination to rural
libraries through NGOs
and other partners

OUR UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Gives a voice, identity, and a platform to the
student’s imagination
Creates quality books with beautiful original
stories from across geographies
Dismantles hierarchies in pedagogy to make
learning more suited to the needs of the 21st
century
Brings in the collaborative effort between the
students and teachers, professional designers,
animators, picture book artists, and illustrators
Easily extends to studies of climate, culture,
history, science and math, among others
Is being disseminated through collaborations
with NGOs, schools, and implementation
agencies
Aims to assess change in storytelling skills,
21st century competencies, and reading and
listening abilities through an assessment
framework, developed by the project team at
IIT Bombay
Has been curated and validated by a team from
IIT Bombay

3

LeTS team collates and polishes
these stories, tranlates into English
and enhances the illustrations

4

LeTS books, interactive app
and animated shorts with same
language subtitles are ready
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LONG-TERM IMPACT
ENABLE
children to build on storytelling, content
creation competencies and 21st century
learning skills
Use their

CONTEXTS
to learn everything through stories

FACILITATE
a change towards self-learning and peer
collaboration

DEVELOP
21st century skills like creativity,
communication, collaboration, curiosity
and contextual awareness

EQUIP & EMPOWER
teachers with a new pedagogy of teaching
through storytelling

Recognize

STORYTELLING
to learn everything through stories
Become active

PARTICIPANTS
of the learning process by putting together
their own learning material
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A DEEP DIVE INTO
2021 - 2022
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS

New Collaborators

Workshops Conducted

4

5
3

States Covered

120
Direct Beneficiaries

20
Rural Libraries Identified

~450
Organizations &
Individuals Approached
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OVERVIEW

The Learn Through Stories (LeTS) Foundation started operations as a registered
Section 8 (not-for-profit) Company on July 8th, 2021. Early after registration, a
licence agreement with IIT Bombay approved the Foundation’s plan to disseminate
the Learn English Through Stories model to schools and communities across the
country. The LeTS Foundation conducted a total of four workshops in its first year
of operations - three workshops for children and one for teachers in July, August
and September 2021 - which brought in revenue. The LeTS Foundation received
its provisional 80G and 12AA compliance certificates. Two new books based on
the stories from the LeTS workshops were translated and designed by working
with the research team at IIT Bombay, to soon be made ready for distribution to
communities across the country. Newer rural libraries were identified to engage
with. Collaborations with different stakeholders were struck in the latter part of
2021. A few individuals donated generously to the enterprise in early 2022, and the
effort has been on to bring in more support through grants and donations from
philanthropists, trusts and funding agencies, to make it a sustainable venture.
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PROJECT
MILESTONES

Applying for various national
and international grants
Outreach
Working with the IIT Bombay
research team to design and
publish new books
Licence
Agreement
with IIT
Bombay

Collaborations
Workshops
Reaching
stakeholders

Applying for
compliances

Incorporation

1

2

3

4
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Future plans

Launch of the
website and social
media handles
Building a steady base
Expansion of
the team
Development and testing
of the assessment
framework

5

6

7

8

9
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INCORPORATION
•

•

The Learn Through Stories (LeTS) Foundation was registered as a Section
8 (not-for-profit) Company on July 8th, 2021, as per the legal procedures
specified by the Government of India.
The three co-founders include Alka Hingorani, Arti Kalro, and Gayathri
Thakoor (also the CEO).

LICENCE AGREEMENT WITH IIT BOMBAY
•

•

A licence agreement with IIT Bombay was signed soon after. This gave the
Foundation clearance to disseminate the Learn English Through Stories
solution across the country.
The LeTS initiative is translating the research project - Learn English Through
Stories - that has been supported by the Tata Centre for Technology and
Design and IDC School of Design, at IIT Bombay, since 2014.

APPLYING FOR COMPLIANCES
The LeTS Foundation has adhered to the compliance protocol advised by the
Registrar of Companies and Income Tax authorities. These include:
•
•

•

Application for certification and compliance norms to suit the eligibility
criteria for fund-raising activity
Receipt of provisional 80G and 12AA certificates, and Darpan ID to initiate
the FCRA application process

Application for FCRA certificate submitted, awaiting approval
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REACHING STAKEHOLDERS

4
3

5-day workshops with
teachers and children
States covered
in 2021-22

Maharashtra
The first online LeTS workshop was held for students from Azad Vidyalaya,
Kasegaon, in Sangli, Maharashtra, in July 2021 - supported by Ascend
International School, Mumbai. The students belonged to farmers’ families
and were part of this online workshop, as schools were closed through the
pandemic then.

Madhya Pradesh
An in-person workshop was conducted for students at the Mitti ka Ghar, in
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, in August 2021. This was supported by Muskaan, an
NGO based in Bhopal, which facilitates the continuing education of students
and dropouts from the local tribal communities there.

Andhra Pradesh
Another in-person workshop was facilitated for students from six different
villages at Pullalarevu, in Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh, in September 2021 supported by Rural Development Trust, a local NGO.
The LeTS Foundation followed this students’ workshop with an in-person
teachers’ workshop for participants from 10 different villages at Narpala, in
Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh, in September 2021 - supported again by Rural
Development Trust. Both these workshops presented an opportunity to discuss
larger programs in teacher training and the students’ content creation process
in the Anantapur district.
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LeTS workshop with children of

Azad Vidyalaya, Kasegaon, Sangli, Maharashtra
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LeTS workshop with children of

Muskaan, Bhopal,
Madhya Pradesh
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LeTS workshop with children of

RDT, Anantapur,
Andhra Pradesh
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LeTS workshop with teachers of

RDT, Anantapur,
Andhra Pradesh
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COLLABORATIONS
There were new partnerships that the LeTS Foundation entered into in 2021.
These included:

Katha, New Delhi
Ascend International School, Mumbai, Maharashtra
Azad Vidyalaya, Sangli, Maharashtra
Muskaan, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
Rural Development Trust, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh
Kreative Rush

BOOKS DESIGNED

www.learnthroughstories.org

MATKA
MATKA

LeTS

699/-

Story in Hindi as told by Laxmi Jagat and Nagma Khan
Illustrated by students of Muskaan, Bhopal

Two new books - The Monster
and the Little Boy, based on a
story from an earlier workshop
in Dahanu, Maharashtra, and
Matka, based on a story created
at the 2021 workshop in Bhopal,
Madhya Pradesh - were polished,
translated into English and
designed, by collaborating with
design consultants and the
research team at IIT Bombay.
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RURAL LIBRARIES
IDENTIFIED AT
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Ladakh
Himachal Pradesh
Uttarakhand
Meghalaya

Madhya Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh

Maharashtra

Telangana
Karnataka

Tamil Nadu

OUTREACH
In the past year, the LeTS Foundation has approached philanthropies, CSR agencies, NGOs, and grantmaking bodies.

2021 - 2022
S.No.

Type of Organization

July - December 2021

January - March 2022

1.

NGOs

77

121

2.

Corporates

111

82

3.

Private/IB Schools

51

131

4.

Startups Funders

164

-

5.

Philanthropies

19

-

6.

Direct Contacts

20

44

7.

Govt. Bodies

07

-

8.

Grants

05

11

454

389

Total
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The journey of our ‘Matka’

1. Story writing

2. Learning composition

3. Exploring mediums

4. Book design
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This book is based on a story that was created by children from the tribal communities in Bhopal,
at a LeTS Workshop in August 2021, held in collaboration with Muskaan.

5. Ready for print

6. Books in production

7. Packing and shipping

8. Reaching the learners
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APPLYING FOR GRANTS
Applications were submitted to:
Michael & Susan Dell Foundation
Infosys Foundation
Oak foundation
Narotam Sekhsaria Foundation
The David & Lucid Packard Foundation
India Foundation for the Arts
Hans Foundation
Volkart Foundation Indian Trust
HT Parekh Foundation

LAUNCH OF THE WEBSITE AND
SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES
The LeTS website went live around July 2021, and it has
seen much interest from students, CSR agencies, NGOs and
teachers. LeTS’ social media handles went live too a little
later, and have been posting updates regularly. These have
seen some traffic and interest, waiting to be translated.

Visit us to know our latest activities:

www.learnthroughstories.org

@learnthroughstories

@learnthroughstories

@learnthroughstories
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF THE
ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
An assessment framework has been developed with the help of
the research team at IIT Bombay, to measure learning impact for
English Listening and Reading skills (LSRW), along with storytelling
competencies and 21st century skills. This reflects:
Qualitative indicators observed on site during the workshops, which
include • Storytelling & content creation competencies - as students
engage with processes and forms of storytelling like character
development and structure.
• Visual communication - students use visualization techniques
and formats to express their stories.
• Book making - students learn book making techniques like
storyboarding, page design, and binding.
• 21st Century competencies - to build on students’ Creativity,
communication, collaboration, curiosity and contextual
awareness.
When the storybooks are disseminated along with the interactive
app stories, the framework helps to assess the following quantitative
indicators as part of post-workshop evaluation:
• Reading & Listening competencies - Accuracy, reading rate,
vocabulary, comprehension
• While on-field inputs from the observers, participants and the
facilitators at the LeTS workshops are to be used to test the
framework, the post-dissemination analysis of learning through
the books and interactive app stories will add even more value.
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LeTS AUDIT REPORT
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LeTS DIRECTORS’ REPORT 2021-22
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LeTS FINANCIALS AS ON 31ST MARCH , 2022
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FINANCIALS
Revenue collected
The four workshops brought in fees to the tune of Rs 1.58 lakh in
the July to September 2021 time period.
Donations received
The kind support extended by individual donors helped us
raise Rs 7.86 lakh. The LeTS Foundation is very grateful to the
contributions from:

•
•
•

Mr Adit Parekh
Mr Nitin Malkan
Ms Naomi Dhanak

FUTURE PLANS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disseminate books and interactive app stories from workshops
Gather data through the assessment tools to measure change in
learning - both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Conduct 4-6 content creation workshops with students and engage
in a year-long program for teacher training.
Train potential facilitators to enable them to conduct future
workshops independently for LeTS.
Explore research possibilities to learn concepts other than the
English language.
Identify publishers and app developers as collaborators, so that
LeTS’ focus remains on disseminating the LeTS model through
the content creation process.

Interactive app design & development:
The interactive app is being designed for use. When ready, it is expected
to include the new stories that have been published. These interactive
app stories will then be deployed to go along with the books.
Testing the Assessment Framework:
The assessment tools being prepared for the post-workshop period
will be tested with the dissemination of books and the interactive
app stories. The data that will come through from this testing should
help validate the assessment framework that has been designed and
should also be useful to pitch to several more organisations for larger
programs and support.
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Books distribution:
The books that are based on stories created by students in the 2021
workshops are expected to be ready for distribution by mid 2022.
Conducting LeTS workshops:
With conversations in progress with a few organisations, workshops
are likely to be scheduled in the second half of 2022. These could be
for students as well as for teachers.
Workshop documentation:
Gathering data through the workshops, documenting the entire
process, and making documentary films are all part of the plan.
Training potential facilitators:
A few design professionals have been identified to take on the role
of facilitators for LeTS workshops in the near future. The aim is to
train these potential facilitators through the two or three planned
workshops, to enable them to conduct future workshops independently
for LeTS.
Working with the research team at IIT Bombay:
•
•

Research to learn concepts like science through stories is in progress
Website design & development - version 2

Internal communication and branding:
The brand’s design and visual communication work meant for outreach
like the brand identity, documents, presentations, advertisements,
campaigns, brochures, social media and more, is a six-month plan.
Outreach, fund-raising and grant applications:
The outreach team continues to reach out to philanthropists,
corporates and HNIs for support. Newer proposals are being sent to
grant-making bodies through 2022 to seek funding opportunities.
Identifying collaborators:
The project hopes to build annual programs with organisations – for
content creation among children and for teacher training. Another
plan is to identify publishers/partners who can take on the role
of publishing, so that the focus at LeTS Foundation remains on
conducting workshops, creating content and enabling the children
to learn through stories, books and the interactive app stories.
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EXPANSION OF THE TEAM
A team which has been part of the research project
at IIT Bombay works at the core functions of:
Design: documentation of the artwork and stories from
the workshop, coordination with workshop facilitators
and their training, design, translation and publishing
of books, follow-up of conversion of stories onto the
interactive app, and the administrative function
Outreach: collaborating with organizations,
coordinating with the relevant stakeholders, preand post-workshop planning, dissemination of books
and the interactive app, and assessment of change
in learning
It is proposed that this team is gradually inducted
into the Foundation’s payroll over the financial year
2022-23.
Freelance consultants also contribute as:
• Workshop facilitators
• Area experts
• Book illustrators and designers who teach page
design, text and image relationship, book design
• Production
• Language aficionados
• Assessment specialists
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CO-FOUNDERS

Gayathri Thakoor is a published author, manager, and entrepreneur for over 25
years, after she started out as a news journalist sharing stories. Earlier in her career,
Gayathri co-founded a for-profit enterprise to develop literature for children and
create animated characters that were copyrighted to feature in illustrated picture
books and in digital media. She led the Tata Centre for Technology and Design, at
IIT Bombay, which has supported the LeTS research idea all along, and has now
taken on the CEO’s role at the LeTS Foundation. With two postgraduate degrees,
in Education and in Business Administration, and a graduate degree in Economics,
Gayathri is also a certified Library Educator.
Prof. Alka Hingorani is at IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay. She is an architect
and an art historian, and holds Masters degrees in Design (Photography), City and
Regional Planning, and an MA/PhD in History of Art, all from the University of
California, Berkeley. Her research interests include art and identity, and storytelling
as pedagogy.
Prof. Arti D. Kalro is at the Shailesh J Mehta School of Management, IIT Bombay.
She has a Ph.D. (Management) from IIT Madras, a post graduate diploma (Marketing
Management) from Pondicherry University and Loyola College, Chennai, and
M.A Communications and B.Com degree from MOP Vaishnav College for Women,
Chennai (affiliated to the University of Madras). Her areas of expertise include
marketing and social innovations.
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